Company profile:

Since 1984 the company Biegeprofis RHB GmbH has been offering their specialized services in the field of pipe and profile bending.

Biegeprofis RHB offers straight or high-end solutions – also for small and medium-range series through experienced and trained specialists. The company provides assistance during the design and product development process, in order to find the most efficient solutions depending on customer requirements.

Biegeprofis RHB GmbH offers excellent technical capabilities and has a comprehensive range of ready-made solutions available. The company’s modern machinery park comprises, e.g. CN controlled mandrel bending machines as well as profile bending machine.

Manufacturing- / delivery programme: Bending technology from the heart of Berlin-Brandenburg

The scope of services comprises

- Mandrel bending of tubular pipes (4 - 76,1 mm)

- Ring bending: - of round pipes (15 - 160 mm)
  - of profiles (various profiles and diameters)

- Pipe end finishing
  Adaptations, flaring, border crimping, surface treatment, Cutting ring fittings, weld seam preparation, beading

- Pipe access holes, pipe forks
  Ancillary components, accessories, pipe systems

- Other machining work
  Welding, soldering, straightening, metal-cutting processes

- Material sales such as
  Profiles, hollow profiles and custom-made profiles.

For further information please visit our website.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.